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Should we buy general trading stocks now?

We can expect high dividend yields and high payout ratios (5-6% and 80% respectively) from

general trading (GT) stocks during the upcoming earnings season, because they are planning

to maintain dividend payments despite sharp earnings declines due to the economic downturn.

This level of dividend yield is very attractive when Japanese government bond (JGB) yields are

hovering close to zero. On the other hand, given that the appropriate price level for GT stocks

is 8-10 in terms of price-earnings ratios (PERs), the current level of 15 appears expensive.

Should we buy GT stocks now?

While some investors take a bullish stance on GT stocks as a result of high dividend yields,

solid dividend policies (no dividend cuts) and shareholder-friendly capital policies, bearish

investors are wary of their high valuations in terms of PERs and fear about dividend cuts given

the current high payout ratios. Bearish investors may also insist that a high payout ratio doesn’t

always lead to a growth of corporate values. It seems there are two moot points here besides

the value assessment. One is how to assess the risks of dividend cuts and the other is how the

level of payout ratio affects corporate values.
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With regard to the first point, GT companies are likely to cut dividend payouts in three cases

below; when the payout ratio exceeds 100%, when they are under pressure to keep the “A”

rating that is necessary for their resource businesses and if they cut dividend payouts in the

past economic downturns. The first two cases will depend on future earnings results, while

most GT companies had cut dividend payouts in the latest two downward phases in corporate

earnings.

The next issue is about an impact of the payout ratio on corporate values. According to the

proposition 2 of the Modigliani–Miller theorem, whether companies pay dividends or retain

profits inside has nothing to do with corporate values, but actual markets are prone to react

positively to dividend increases and rises in payout ratios. Many people think it is due to a

decline in capital costs followed by an increase in corporate values, but I believe it is because
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Issue Bullish view Bearish view

1 Valuation Valuations are low in terms of dividend 

yield.

Valuations are high in terms of PER.

2 Dividend cuts Dividend policies are stable with low risk 

of dividend cuts.

Payout ratios of 80% have a risk of 

dividend cuts. 

3 Capital policy High payout ratio should boost corporate 

values.

The level of payout ratio doesn't affect 

corporate values.
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companies with huge internal reserves tend to undermine corporate values through the takeover

of expensive companies. It seems as if corporate managers become more attracted to mergers

and acquisitions than to dividend increases and they very often end up buying white elephants,

incurring impairment losses on goodwill and failing to collect acquisition premiums. Investors

must be shying away from companies with excess funds as they know this trend.

I have discussed GT stocks from a number of various perspectives so far, but I myself am

negative about them because I think chances of dividend cuts are high. Given their

characteristics as a cyclical stock whose profit and financial standing are dependent on resource

prices, they might suffer earnings declines which might push up their payout ratios up over 100%

and threaten their “A” ratings. In addition, we can find cheaper stocks that are trading at 7-8

times the projected earnings per share with the same level of dividend yields (5-6%) and lower

payout ratios (30-40%) in the market. Of course, I might change my mind if resource prices turn

up and payout ratios and PERs go down.

Notes: Some statements contained in this material concerning goals, strategies, outlook or other

non-historical matters may be forward-looking statements and are based on current indicators

and expectations. These forward-looking statements speak only as of the date on which they are

made, and the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking

statements. These forward-looking statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may

cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in the statements. The Company

and/or its affiliates may or may not have a position in any financial instrument mentioned and

may or may not be actively trading in any such securities.

The organisations and/or financial instruments mentioned are for reference purposes only. The

content of this material should not be construed as a recommendation for their purchase or sale.

Charts and graphs are provided for illustrative purposes only.
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